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ABSTRACT
Recent analysis of traffic reaching the UCSD Network Telescope
(a /8 darknet) revealed a sophisticated botnet scanning event that
covertly scanned the entire IPv4 space in about 12 days. We only
serendipitously discovered this event while studying a completely
unrelated behavior (censorship episode in Egypt in February 2011),
but we carefully studied the scan, including validating and cross-
correlating our observations with other large data set shared by
others. We would like to extend these strategies to detect other
large-scale malicious events. We suspect the fight against malware
will benefit greatly (and perhaps require) collaborative sharing of
diverse large-scale security-related data sets. We hope to discuss
both the technical and the data-sharing policy aspects of this chal-
lenge at the workshop.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.3 [Network Operations]: Network Monitoring;
C.2.5 [Local and Wide-Area Networks]: Internet

General Terms
Measurement, Security
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1. MOTIVATION
Recent analysis of traffic reaching the UCSD Network Telescope

(a /8 darknet) revealed a sophisticated botnet scanning event target-
ing SIP servers (UDP port 5060), which we named “sipscan” [1].
The sipscan lasted from January 31 to February 12, 2011, and over
these 12 days generated about 20 million probes from 3 million
distinct source IP addresses; we later proved the Sality botnet was
responsible for this scanning behavior [3]. Because the scan tar-
geted a service running on UDP, each probing packet was carrying
payload, which we used to extract a signature of the scan. Figure 1
shows (dashed blue line) the rate of UDP packets from the sipscan
reaching our darknet.

ACM, 2012. This is the authors version of the work. It is posted here by
permission of ACM for your personal use. Not for redistribution. The
definitive version was published in the proceedings of 2012 Workshop
on Building Analysis Datasets and Gathering Experience Returns for
Security (BADGERS’12).

We detected this malicious sipscan event serendipitously while
studying the Egyptian Internet outage of January/February 2012
[2]. We noticed that after connectivity was restored, the amount of
traffic from Egypt captured by our darknet was much larger than
before the outage. The sipscan started during the Egyptian outage,
making impossible for Egyptian hosts infected by the Sality botnet
to communicate with the botmaster until Internet connectivity was
restored. We later found that Egyptian IP addresses were heav-
ily contributing to the sipscan, noticeably increasing the amount
of unsolicited traffic from Egypt. Since we only accidentally no-
ticed this activity while studying another phenomenon, we believe
other stealth probing behavior may also be going unnoticed. The
open question is: how can we automatically detect such behav-
ior? Our experience studying this botnet highlights the potential
power of collaborative data sharing to support automated discovery
of behavior that is intentionally dissipated across the entire Internet
address space to avoid detection.
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Figure 1: Finding the signal in the noise. The dashed red line shows the
packets per second, in 1 hour bins, of UDP packets arriving on port 5060
observed by the UCSD Network Telescope. The dashed blue line is the rate
of the subset of UDP packets to port 5060 that were identified to be a part of
the sipscan. The solid pink line with circles is the number of distinct source
IP addresses seen in UDP packets to port 5060 per hour.

2. ANALYSIS METHODS
In [1] we analyzed details of the event and how it was orches-

trated by the botmaster to stealthily scan the entire Internet IPv4 ad-
dress space using a combination of techniques not previously doc-



umented in research literature. Several aspects of the orchestration
contributed to its stealth: (i) large bot turnover; (ii) little overlap
in targets (iii) a sequence of target addresses that incremented in
reverse-byte order (and took almost 12 days to cover each /24 IPv4
network). Our analysis required processing and visualizing high
volumes of data, using multiple display methods in parallel to con-
firm or discover certain properties. We used a Hilbert-curve anima-
tion to understand and verify the covert reverse-byte incrementing
of the target IP address scan. We projected the 16 million addresses
sequentially probed in our /8 darknet onto a two-dimensional space
using the Hilbert fractal curve to layout IP addresses [5], and gen-
erated an animation to illustrate the progression of the scan. We
also geolocated the source IP addresses to simultaneously animate
the botnet’s scanning behavior on a worldmap.

Our analysis revealed insights into the properties of a large bot-
net, as well as an indicator of trends in botnet scanning behavior.
We suspect the same type of analysis could reveal other patterns
and trends of malicious stealth behaviors. Our ongoing work is
on devising strategies for the detection and identification of similar
events by focusing on separating traffic per port number and on ob-
serving the rate of distinct source IP addresses in fixed time bins.
Figure 1 shows that, in terms of packet rate, traffic from the sipscan
is hidden in the rest of the Internet background radiation (IBR) on
port UDP 5060, which has large oscillations. However, the number
of distinct source IP addresses hourly (a metric also used in [4])
starkly shows emergence of the sipscan behavior.

It is well-known that the nature of IBR is not uniformly dis-
tributed among different /24 networks. While the signal generated
by the sipscan scales linearly, i.e., it is 216 times smaller in a /24
subnet than in a /8, the background noise from which we must ex-
tract this signal does not necessarily scale in the same way. Thus,
the resulting signal-to-noise ratio may not be amenable to change-
point detection using a threshold-based approach. For example, in
a /24 darknet, a rate of 0.9 distinct IPs per hour (that is, 256 IPs
in 12 days) is difficult to detect when mixed with bursts of multi-
ple packets from different sources, e.g. backscatter, misconfigura-
tion, localized scanning. We are investigating the scaling proper-
ties of IBR across large darknets, as we try to automate detection
of Internet-wide probing events on any transport-level port.

Even with a large darknet, a change-point detection approach
may fail to detect phenomena targeted at popular ports (which SIP
ports are not yet). For example, the number of distinct source IPs
per hour observed at the UCSD Network Telescope is currently
around 25,000 on port TCP 80 or 96,000 on port TCP 445 (publi-
cized during the Conficker episode but a target of scanning activity
for many years). These values are high enough to drown any in-
coming signal, rendering a threshold-based approach ineffective at
detecting a sipscan-like probing event even on a /8. The difficulty
with extracting relevant signal from such a diverse and high-volume
source of noise motivates our current efforts to develop an approach
that efficiently correlates information across multiple large dark-
nets, such as analyzing the percentage of common source IP ad-
dresses observed at different vantage points.

3. CROSS-VALIDATION
To corroborate that the sipscan was targeting the entire IPv4

address space we looked for its presence in datasets provided by
three other research groups/projects. First, aggregated data from
the DShield project showed a large increase in the number of dis-
tinct source IP addresses on port 5060 during the 12-day inter-
val of the sipscan activity, although their publicly shared data is
too heavily aggregated to support finer-grained correlation. Sec-
ond, the MAWI-WIDE project shares anonymized daily pcap 15-

minute packet header traces from a trans-pacific link. Truncation
of the payload in the traces prevented us from identifying sipscan
packets using our payload signature, but we extracted an effective
flow-level signature based on features of sipscan packets and flows
uncommon to other (legitimate or malicious) SIP traffic. MAWI-
WIDE’s anonymization scheme preserves network class member-
ship, which allowed us to prove that the sipscan was targeting sev-
eral /8 networks. Third, Eduard Glatz and Xenofontas Dimitropou-
los from ETH-Zurich University used our flow-level signature to
identify the sipscan in netflow logs from their production network.
Their traces have original source IP addresses, allowing us to col-
laboratively infer other properties of the scan (a work still in progress).

4. CONCLUSIONS
This study illustrated several lessons about Internet-wide prob-

ing: (i) attackers can make use of many resources (e.g. botnets
made of millions of bots); (ii) they can be patient, easily trading
task completion time for covertness; (iii) the level of sophistica-
tion in stealth behavior is growing (e.g., multiple source IPs, low
overlap in targets, low re-use of the same source IPs, increments in
reverse byte order in the progression of target IPs). Assuming un-
availability of payload, these aspects challenge detection and iden-
tification of Internet-wide probing events. We are now working on
devising mechanisms to automate their detection, which we could
build on the analysis of large darknets and correlate information
from multiple observation points in the address space.

As a data point, the UCSD Network Telescope collects approx-
imately 3TB of data every month. Not only is processing the data
computationally expensive, but even knowing what information to
extract is a challenge. We are designing and developing an extensi-
ble tool, Corsaro, to efficiently analyze data collected by darknets
and produce output that can facilitate research and collaboration.
We are implementing our prototyped detection technique as a plu-
gin of this platform.

Both our experience with the investigation of a specific case of
a large-scale malicious event, and our considerations on devising
automated techniques for the detection of this kind of events, mo-
tivate collaborative sharing of diverse large-scale security-related
data sets. We hope to discuss both the technical and the data-
sharing policy aspects of this challenge at the workshop.
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